
369Items may not be exactly as illustrated, Specifications may change without notice.

TIG

WP-50 MicroTig™ 50 Amps Air Cooled

Smallest TIG Torch in the World
 xMiniature torch head is only 5/8" in length and 3/8" in diameter.
 xOptional 180° head
 xWP-50V has built-in gas control valve .
 xCapacity (Max) (dcsp): 50 Amps
 xWeight (less power cable: 1 oz.
 xTorch Length: 8-1/2"
 xHandle Diameter: 3/4"

SKU SKU with Gas Valve Description

WP-50 WP-50V Torch body

WP-50-12 WP-50V-12 Torch body, handle, 12-1/2' power cable**

WP-50-25 WP-50V-25 Torch body, handle, 25' power cable**

**Power cable adapter must be ordered separately.
Optional 180' head available. Part no. 508180
Order Accessory kit AK-6

WP-9 125 Amps Air Cooled

Versatile, lightweight for thin gauge materials
 xQuick-release tungsten adjustment 
 xOptional 2 piece power cable assembly on WP-9, 9P.
 x2 piece power cable and ribbed handle are standard on WP-9V torch packages.
 xParts interchange with WP-20, WP-20P and WP-25 Models.
 xCapacity (Max) (dcsp): 125 Amps
 xWeight (less power cable: 3 oz.
 xTorch Length: WP-9 7", WP-9P 6-1/2"
 xHandle Diameter: 3/4"

SKU Description

WP-9 WP-9P Torch Body, with cup gasket

WP-9-12 WP-9P-12 Torch body, handle, medium back cap,12-1/2' power cable**

WP-9V-12 WP-9P-12V As above with gas valve

WP-9-25 WP-9P-25 Torch body, handle, medium back cap, 25' power cable**

WP-9V-25 WP-9P-25V As above with gas valve

*WP-9P torch does not use back caps.
** Power cable adapter must be ordered separately. Two-piece power cable assembly optional; specify 
if desired. Power cable adapter not needed with two-piece power cable.
Order Accessory kit WP-9, 9V, AK-1, WP-9P, AK-1A

WP-24 80 Amps Air Cooled

Small lightweight torch
 x Ideal tor intricate work. Reaches into tight places. Handle mounted gas control valve 
available. Feather weight but well balanced and durable.
 xParts interchange with WP-24W Model
 xCapacity (Max) (dcsp): 80 Amps
 xWeight (less power cable: 1 oz.
 xTorch Length: 7-1/2"
 xHandle Diameter: 3/4"

SKU SKU with Gas Valve Description

WP-24* Torch body with insulating gasket

WP-24-12 WP-24-12V Torch body, handle, 12-1/2' power cable**

WP-24-25 WP-24-25V Torch body, handle, 25' power cable**

**Power cable adapter must be ordered separately.
*Torch body head angle is available either 60' or 90' 60' angle is standard
Order Accessory kit AK-5


